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Summary
 » Our first design sprint, implemented as part of our customer experience strategy, 

focused on enhancing the futureFERNS junior Netball programme. This initiative 
aims to grow participation by redesigning the experience for everyone involved. 

 » futureFERNS was chosen as it has been 10 years since its launch, and 43% of our 
Netball community is involved in the programme. 

 » The project culminated in a comprehensive three-year roadmap filled with 
innovative initiatives and improvements.

 » We built an in-depth understanding of the needs and motivations of all key 
audiences involved in futureFERNS to develop our findings.



Background
 » The futureFERNS programme, catering to over 60,000 primary and intermediate-

aged children, was selected for our first customer experience project. These  
children play modified sport formats to have more fun and enjoy more passes, more 
play, and more shots, with a strong focus on skill development. 

 » Our goal is to increase participation in junior Netball by enriching the experience for 
all involved, strengthening relationships, streamlining processes, and leveraging 
technology.

 » We used a best practice design sprint methodology, engaging in in-depth conversations 
with over 140 people and holding 21 ideation sessions attended by 95 people. 

 » We tested prototype solutions at the Netball NZ AGM and with some of the initial 
project participants. Our core design team, supported by a Centre Group from  
various regions, dedicated two days a week for 17 weeks to this project.
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Key Findings
 » Positive Experiences for Kids: futureFERNS is well-researched to deliver great 

experiences for kids, who primarily participate because it’s fun and their friends are 
involved.

 » Support Network: To boost participation, we need to strengthen the support 
network around kids, including parents, coaches, umpires, and coordinators.

 » Programme Consistency: The game format will remain unchanged until we conduct 
updated research later this year and into early 2025.

 » Influencers: Time-poor school coordinators and parents are key influencers on 
participation levels. Our focus on these groups has been limited so far.

 » Expert Support Roles: High turnover and the reduction of dedicated expert roles 
have diminished the initial enthusiasm for the programme. Building expertise in key 
roles and prioritising futureFERNS in Zones will help Centres feel more supported.

 » Programme Adaptation: Some Centres have adapted the programme to meet 
local needs, often driven by adults’ preferences. We need to balance practical, 
perceptive, and emotional reasons when making changes.

 » Information Accessibility: People find it challenging to locate specific information 
and support. Creating tailored digital ‘one-stop shops’ for each audience is highly 
desirable.

The design sprint process required us to challenge our assumptions and 
consider whether the focus on skill development and modified sport should 
remain central. This ensures that the roadmap meets the practical and 
emotional needs of our audiences and is feasible for Netball New Zealand to 
implement with our Zones and Centres.



We’ve learnt so much….
We’ve talked to lots of people. We’ve shared our extensive knowledge.  
We’ve learnt so much about what makes each audience tick…

Here are just 10 of our learnings:

1. Kids love Netball. Both girls and boys enjoy playing because it’s fun.  
Kids are influenced by their friends.

2. Strengthening 
the support network 
around kids will 
increase participation 
– i.e. we need to focus 
on the adults involved.

3. School Coordinators 
are key to participation. 
It’s got to be super 
easy – they haven’t 
time to promote or 
organise Netball along 
with everything else.

4. Parents know they 
have to put their hand 
up to help but they’re 
time poor and not 
sure they’re up to job, 
especially from Year 5.

5. People want more 
‘how to’ guidance, 
ideas and short-cuts 
that work. People 
often try to work it out 
for themselves.

6. We have high 
turnover and 
poor induction, 
outside coaching 
workshops. We’ve lost 
understanding of the 
philosophy ‘ the why’.

7. Some Centres have 
moved away from 
offering the whole 
programme. A mix of 
practical, perceptive 
and emotional reasons 
are all intertwined.

8. We have resources 
everywhere. The 
importance of a digital 
one stop shop to find 
what each group needs 
is critical e.g. Centres.

9. We can help 
teachers which in turn 
will help more kids 
experience Netball – 
PE, in-school events, 
even in the core 
curriculum.

10. Digital is 
preferred, but paper 
and face to face when 
it counts.



Roadmap
After testing multiple prototypes, we have developed a three-year roadmap 
to increase participation and embed sustainable practices. 

Here are the key themes:

 » FutureFERNS Philosophy: We will embed our philosophy into every initiative, 
working with each Centre to understand and overcome barriers to adoption.

 » Research and Development: New research will test the programmes effectiveness 
in meeting childhood development needs and maximising fun.

 » Parent Awareness: We will raise awareness among parents, including those of boys, 
kids from diverse ethnic communities, and children with different abilities.

 » Digital Portals: Tailored digital portals for Centres, school coordinators, parents, 
coaches, and umpires have been well received. We will start by aggregating existing 
information and then build new content.

 » Regular Communications: Tailored digital communications throughout each season 
will provide easy access to relevant information.

 » Multi-media Induction: We will offer tailored, multi-media induction to help new 
participants quickly understand futureFERNS and their roles.

 » School Integration: We plan to create school events, PE session guides, and 
integrate Netball activities into the school curriculum to give more kids the chance 
to experience Netball.

EXAMPLE



Next Steps
To achieve our goal of increasing junior Netball participation, we must 
strengthen the support network around the children. 

Our next steps include:

 » Conducting updated research on the programme’s effectiveness.

 » Raising parent awareness about futureFERNS.

 » Developing and launching tailored digital portals.

 » Creating school events and curriculum-integrated activities to broaden Netball’s 
reach.

 » These initiatives, designed with insights from our Centre group, aim to ensure the 
sustainability and growth of futureFERNS, making it easier for the wider Netball 
community to deliver and support the programme effectively.

Lots of new content - videos, html, new web journeys, toolkits, infographics, 
info packs - a whole variety tailored for different audiences.

Event plans and taking part in premier events. 

Training materials – digital learning as well as face to face workshops.

Up-skilling Participation Leads and Coach Leads. They are key to the plan.

Research to give us an up-to-date fact base.

Audience-specific digital portals and website journeys, building our 
database for tailored comms.

We’ve identified many types of solutions that will be delivered over 3 years:
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More merchandise – for events, for give-aways, to build pride.

Tailored induction – Centre Coordinators, NNZ and Zone team members, Boards 
members, Sponsors and Stakeholders. Focused on the ‘why’. 

More mentoring – especially for new coaches and umpires.

More sponsor engagement - targeted offers, editorial comms through their 
communications channels.

Virtual forums and helping establish networks with like-Centres.

Lesson guides – for teachers. PE Lessons, School Visits, even integrating 
Netball into core curriculum.

Refreshed look and feel – imagery, templates etc.

More collaboration – with RSTs / RSOs / Sports NZ, ethnic community groups, 
MoE and the list goes on.

Portal for coaches and parents, including notifications of key info for  
the week.

Media campaigns – social media and editorial content too. 

More support for Centres – working with them one on one to together work 
out how they can use more of the programme. 

More support from role models - Stronger connections with Elite Players and 
NZMMNA.
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